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Abstract: 

Modern men and women live in a world of signs. A growing awareness of this situation 

has involved modern man to understand reality in the form of structures. As a result, the ways of 

thinking and methods of study involving the disciplines called ‘structuralism’ and ‘semiotics’ 

have become central to an understanding of that reality. This paper analyses both thematic 

structure and Structuralistic structure in Upamanyu Chatterjee’s novel Way to Go. 

 Keywords ‘structuralism’ and ‘semiotics’, speaker and listener, codifier and decodifier, sign, 

signifier and signified, thematic structure and structuralist structure. 

  

If language is the grammar of a culture that gives identity to an individual, words become 

the major components of a language. Using the latest terminology, perhaps “sign” would be the 

best word that could replace the word ‘word’ in a language. Modern men and women live in a 

world of signs, for/with signs and about signs. A growing awareness of semiotic ambience has 

involved modern men in a significant change of perception, which has gradually forced him/her 

to accept that in such a world reality inheres not in things themselves, but in the relationships one 

distinguishes between things not in elements but in structures. Accordingly, the ways of thinking 

and hermeneutic methods of study involving the disciplines called ‘structuralism’ and 

‘semiotics’ have become a co-centralized linguistic position to an understanding of that reality.  
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Perhaps, these disciplines provide a space and basis for the study of totality of human 

communication through signs and what kind of the authorial voice presents its thoughts and how 

these thoughts are coded and decoded in a novel. Thinking on the same lines, the research paper 

tries to code and decode the dialogues between the characters and signs that are abound in the 

novel of Upamanyu Chatterjee’s Way to Go. 

Semiotics is the study of signs and a sign stands for something other than the surface-

level meaning and interpretations. Besides, signs are purely psychological and they do not 

represent reality but construct it. The relationship between triangular concept – sign, signifier 

and signified are interrelated that construct reality with deeper meanings and structures. 

Structuralism is a way of thinking and activities which is chiefly concerned with the 

perceptions and images of structures. In this view, Terrance Hawkes in his Structuralism and 

Semiotics says: “The full significance of any entity cannot be perceived unless and until it is 

integrated into the surface of which it forms a part.” 

Linguistics and semiotics give importance to photo-centric condition of language. By 

answering questions such as “who speaks to whom and why,” the linguists and semioticians 

create linguist environment where both speaker and listener become codifier and decodifier. The 

textual semiotics, which is related to literature, unearths the symbolic nature of the sign and 

presents the deeper meaning of graphic and phonemic signs. 

Based on his systematic and scientific study of language, Ferdinand de Saussure says, 

“Language is a system of signs that expresses ideas.”  For Saussure, language is a social product 

and is passively incorporated by the individual. He says that speaking is a premeditated act. He 

says:  
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Speech is many-sided and heterogeneous: straddling several areas simultaneously-physical, 

physiological, and psychological-it belongs to the individual and to society; we cannot put 

it into any category of human facts, for we cannot discover its unity. (Saussure Course 9) 

Codifier  Decodifier 
(speaker)              medium                            (listener) 

 

“Missing person was Male or Female? 
Male  
He had any love Relationship with anybody? 
No. 
Any quarrel, dispute, any enmity, with anyone?” (WTG 9) 

 
In the above dialogue, the speakers are Jamun and a police constable. When Jamun is 

filing a case with the local station about his missing father Shymanand, one comes to know the 

possible and usual mechanical questioning of the police constable who is not bothered about to 

think whether there is a relevancy of the question to the person and the situation.  

The presence of authorial voice is permissible in-between the dialogues that gives the 

background and suspicion related to protagonist Jamun. The octogenarian Shyamanand comes to 

stay with his second son Jamun but they are totally poles apart. Jamun describes his state of 

being as intolerable situation and then he starts dreaming of suicide. “Their sojourn together on 

the whole had been horrible; staying with his father alone thereafter became quieter, more tender 

and companionable and markedly more depressing. Jamun’s daydreams of suicide dated from 

approximately that phase of life” (WTG 8). 

 After the death of Urmila, Shyamanand decides to spend the rest of his life with his elder 

son Burfi.  After Burfi’s departure to Noida, Shyamanand leaves for Jamun’s place but he was 

not able to spend his life comfortably in the place of Jamun. In fact, the pull of the house is more 

and Shyamanand could not resist the pull. Finally, he reveals his inner desire to leave for his 
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native place and his own house.  Jamun agrees and obliges to his father’s demand. In the 

presence of Urmila, Shyamanand is portrayed as an arrogant and miserly man. The returning to 

roots makes him happy and excited and he spends for the ticket for him and his son Jamun. From 

this act one could measure the miserly man’s happiness. “In celebration, Shyamanand and Jamun 

caught an afternoon plane. Shyamanand paid. He spent the two-hour flight with his face struck to 

the window, like a child gazing out even when there is nothing to see but sky, plane wing and 

cotton cloud” (WTG 63). The concept of Home” as a familial sign includes the members of the 

family both as codifiers and decodifiers. Meaning either eludes or dissolves in a “Home Sign” 

situation. In the above mentioned signs of the text, codifier becomes Shyamanand and the 

decoder becomes the reader. The core word taken for structural analysis is ‘celebration’.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                        

 

                                                                  
 

This structure has to be further divided as  

        

 

 

Thematic Structures                                                             

It is a home coming for Shyamanand and  

longing self of the alienated modern man  

who jubilantly searches and reaches  

out for his roots. 

Signifier- Happy to reach 

out to the roots 
Signified 

Sign - 

Shyamanand 
Readers 

Structuralist Structures 

The clash between the tradition and 

modernity is presented. 

The difference between the old and the 

younger generation is portrayed. 
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 The concept of ‘celebration’ is linked to another greater ‘sign’, namely Dionysius –God 

of celebration. In modern society, ‘celebration’ is de-mythified and decoded with the application 

of signs which represent impotency and infertility.  

T. S. Eliot also speaks about the spiritual impotency encountered by modern men in “The 

Waste Land” and “Hollow Men.” The following words of Eliot picturises the pathetic state of 

modern men. Irrespective of their education and knowledge they are just “stuffed men” who are 

neither alive nor dead but still they just exist.   

“ … I was neither  
Living nor dead, and I knew nothing  
…I had not thought death had undone so many” (The Waste Land)  
“We are the hollow men 
We are the stuffed men 
Leaning together 
Headpiece filled with straw. Alas! 
Our dried voices, when 
We whisper together 
Are quiet and meaningless 
As wind in dry grass 
Or rats' feet over broken glass 
In our dry cellar.” (The Hollow Men). 
 

Structuralist Structures allow one to decipher the hidden and deeper meanings of the 

codes and the signs. The clash between tradition and modernity is concerned; Way to Go presents 

the pathetic state of modern men who could not adopt himself neither to the old traditions nor the 

new customs. In the twenty first century, old people are not even considered as human beings 

rather they are treated as shit. 

 Burfi, the elder son, had often summed up his father in the following words: “He is an 

awful human being. How much can you forgive the bugger just because he is good-looking?” 
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(WTG 35). The above words tell us that older people are considered to be a life-less products 

that should be discarded in a dungeon.  

Burfi and Jamun believe that Shyamanand to be a burden and they want to get rid of him. 

Burfi goes to Noida leaving the responsibility with Jamun who often feels that his stay with his 

father as a “horrible and depressing” (WTG 8).  

Jamun’s search for his missing father symbolizes his pathetical search for his roots which 

he had lost inadvertently like the search for the Holy Grail, a greater sign in Christianity.  The 

major difference between the old and the young is that old represented by Shyamanand can trace 

back to their roots at any time whereas the younger generation has totally destroyed and erased 

the roots, which make them suffer alienation and rootlessness. Therefore the word ‘celebration = 

finding the roots and regaining the state of innocence’.  ‘Celebration’ is equated with roots and 

routes to immortalisation. 

Going by the textuality of code and contextuality of code, Way to Go yields to various 

levels of codes and meanings. While textuality of code confines itself to the textual signs, 

contextuality of code is decided by human emotions and feelings.  Shyamanand as an expression 

of celebration strikes his faces to the window just like a child gazing out.   

Hence, Semiotics is not just about signs and symbols but also about philosophy and 

power. This makes semiotics sound rather severe. But reading the text of modern life can also be 

a fun, for it is a text that is at once popular and accessible, a "book" that is intimately in touch 

with the pulse of life. As such, it is constantly changing. The same sign can change meaning if 

something else comes along to change the environment in which it originally appeared.  
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